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The text in this image is not legible and cannot be accurately transcribed.
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Carl Schurz gives a lively picture of the influx of would-be officers, particularly of foreigners, many of whom naturally sought Schurz' influence. They came with impressive letters of introduction, with claims - sometimes genuine, sometimes not - of military training and experience, and they came depending upon recommendations which, while they might count in the old world they were not slow in learning were not worth the paper on which they were written in the new. One such that Schurz tells of was a general who was depending upon a row of ancestors several hundred years long. Finally he had an audience with the President and immediately he presented his family tree. Mr. Lincoln listened to him gravely. "That need not trouble you," he said, "they will not be in your way if you behave yourself as a soldier." "The poor young count looked puzzled," says Mr. Schurz, "and when the audience was over he asked me what the President could have meant by so strange a remark."
The exact details of the event...
23-1

Mr. Lastly Mr. M. P. had a conversation with a company with whom he was
served. It was revealed in a matter with the firm. He is the Army of
the Sudan.

Mr. said he, especially recently
it is said Mr. M. C. is very friendly.

Ludwig - P 25-8

He was the clearest character to know
"Mr. M. C. is an admirable engineer but he seems to have a special love
for stationary engineering."

Oct. 16th 1864
It was then a fight for once 2000 between
my ancestors and they had begun with
their cattle on our farm. They slopped
their cattle each end sprit turning
into the equal of the State.
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His feet were enormous. He dulled altitude from the feet when he wore the tail of the big horn.
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[Incoherent text not transcribed]
I sepulchred my spirit - I came to it - I packed it - I sold it. I made a new man. I knew that when you left.
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live such a life as we were made for. I am not a mule. You had been in the selfish and unsafe mode that had been in the time we divided company in the plains. According to the priest, we had left in the recollection.

The obituary of a man next to the builder in a wood. And after the presentation of the office, while I was ordinarily declared just filled in it. Jesus offered to pray on his green winding. "Not now a gift," I am dry. Down in Spain were the lines of the castle. White horse had followed until this little pipe had fled off.

The air of the verdure division in the air was the appearance of men—bodily, therefore, the reason for it.
that he did not lose his own life. When he was supposed to leave, he ran out with a large fire engine to the scene. When the last car arrived, he camped at Mrs. D., where he stayed in a typically sweeping storm.

"I knew you'd leave if I didn't leave you in your own way," he said, as a young German girl pleaded in the same fluttering language. "Just leave a post card behind. Just let people know we're alive."

June 4, 190
He was particularly impressed by the appearance, height, dress, and manner of his fellow soldiers. The height of men rarely passed unremarked. Alexander Stephens was the tallest among them, which made him stand out. His tallness earned him a title of "The Beloved Colonel." He would often call out to a fellow soldier, "Say, friend, does your head know when your feet are cold?"
No man ever used seasoned lumber more potently for the public good. He used it for the vital purpose of all cultures of the Middle West.

To keep an eye on lane responses, discerning:

He knew nobody better, how.
a seasoned humor more potently. All that laughter that does for men loosens up the organs. That is, it is the best of physical tonics.

On the mind and spirit it is apt to equal power. the mind circling around on its problem, over a problem like the merry-go-round on a pivot, never solving, simply revolving. It can go ahead once it

Moreover, it could see the relations of things. It refreshed the barren spirit, was to its soil. Laughter made a new man of one. That Lincoln knew; he knew he needed it himself and he knew how men about him needed it; needed it for their stomachs sake as well as for the sake of clear thinking and healthy emotion.

It is possible he got a certain amusement from administering this tonic as he did regularly and faithfully to men who resented it as much as if he had insisted on their taking a dose of castor oil.

Lincoln understood that humor was politically powerful. He understood the social value of a knotty question; it put a man in his place before the public, the final answer it gave to the insistant, the curious, the selfish, the vain glorious.
"What an ornament and safeguard is a serene mind in a stormy day!" said Socrates to a friend who was scolding him.

"It is seeming easy, indeed, to be defensible from the unwise, - an imbecility, I suppose!"

"But why is it, Socrates, that in your teachings you often, nay, generally, profane friendship? It is the very essence of friendship, in fact, to be united in everything."

"As the wise part comes, so do I come. But whereas this composed life was for me, it is now for me," he said, "to see the opposite face, to be worthy, to be so, my friend!"
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